
READING & WRITING

CONTENT Vocabulary Grammar Reading Listening & Speaking Writing ( Optional) Content Vocabulary Reading  Writing 

1  (6-10 

April)

ENGLISH FILE UPPER 

INT

  3A, 3B

airport terminal, aisle, baggage drop off, baggage reclaim, boarding pass, cabin crew, check in, 

check-in desk, collect, connecting flight, customs, departures board, direct flight, domestic, 

drop off, fill in, gate, get off, get on, hand luggage, international, jet lag, land, liquid, long-haul 

flight, object, pick up prohibited, runway, scan, seat belt, security, sharp, take off, trip, 

turbulence,  VIP lounge, luggage, board, trolley, illegal goods, anyway, apparently, at the end, 

at the moment, basically, especially, even, eventually, ever, gradually, hard, hardly, ideally, in 

fact, in the end, late, lately, near, nearly, obviously, specially, still, yet, actually, aggressively, 

now, unfortunately, extremely, angrily,bitterly, suddenly, normally, slightly, fluently, approve 

Narrative tenses, Past Perfect

Continuous; so/such…that

The position of adverbs and 

adverbial phrases

Making predictions about the text

Reading for main ideas 

Reading for details

Overall reading comprehension

Listening for specific information

Guessing from the context and 

listening for details

Sustained monologue: describing 

experience

Making short presentations

X Q Skills for Success R&W 3 Unit 5 Reading 

Part 

aspect, challenge, mental, notable, 

perceive, precaution, pursuit, tolerance, 

trait, vivid, bravely, conquer, determined, 

distinctive, earn, goal, role, significant, 

ultimate

Using a timeline                   

Understanding key vocabulary

Overall reading comprehension        

Scanning to find information

Reading for main ideas          Reading for 

details

2 (13-17 

April)

ENGLISH FILE UPPER 

INT

 4A, 4B

 below zero, blizzard, boiling, breeze, bright, changeable, chilly, clear, cool, damp ,drizzle, 

drought, flash, flood, forecast, freezing, get soaked, hail, heatwave, heavy, hill, humid, 

hurricane, icy, lightning, midday, mild, mist, monsoon, occasional, occur, period, pleasant, 

pouring (with rain), scorching, settled, shower, amog, strong, sunburnt, sunny, sweat, thick, 

thunder, tornado, warm, soar, heat, buzz, habitual offender, potentially fatal consequences, get 

straight to the point, a sense of (one's) own vulnerability, take seriously, take out insurance, 

take risk, take care of, take advantage of, take part in, take place, take time, take into account, 

take after, take off, take up  

Future Perfect and Future 

Continuous

Zero and First conditionals, future 

time clauses

Overall reading comprehension

Skimming

Reading for gathering information

Goal-oriented co-operation

Reading forthe main idea

Reading for details

Guessing the meaning of the new 

words from the text

Listening for making notes and 

completing the chart

Overall listening comprehension and 

answering specific questions

Pair& group discussions 

Overall spoken production

Writing a blog post 

(For and Against)

Rewrite & Word Formation .

3 (20-24 

April)

ENGLISH FILE UPPER 

INT

6 A,6B

alien, attack, ballet, bass guitar, be used to, cello, choir, continue, decade, drums, eat out, 

exploit, fall asleep, fast asleep, film-maker, flute, get used to, head, influence, insomnia, keep 

you awake, midnight, pillow, post (online), psychologist, saxophone, sheet, siesta, sleeping pills, 

soprano, taste, used to, weep, among, ancestor, blanket, blinds, bouquet, cacophony, 

cappuccino, chauffeur, chorus, clack, concerto, consequently, country music, croissant, 

curtains, dominate, duvet, encore, faithful, field, genre, graffiti, hearing aid, hum, log, lucid, 

macchiato, mezzo soprano, microphone, nap, neurological disorder, parallel, postpone, 

profoundly, recur, REM (rapid eye movement), restore, routine, score, seek, sleepwalker, 

snore, sonata, spinach, suggestion, symphony, syndrome, tire, universe, unwanted, vast, video 

game, virtual, wander, whir

Gerunds and infinitives          used 

to, be used to, get used to

Guessing meaning from the context

Scanning longer texts in order to 

locate desired information, and 

gather information from different 

parts of a text

Reading for gist and details

Listening to audio recordings and 

answering specific questions

 

Overall spoken interaction

Free speaking activity 

Q Skills for Success R&W 3 Unit 7 Reading 

Part 

adjustment,attend,commitment, distribute, 

extremely, generosity, inspire, owe, 

proud, transition,aim, ambition, 

approach, assumption, enable, 

encourage, expand, impact, measurable, 

network

Overall reading comprehension        

Scanning to find information

Reading for main ideas          Reading for 

details

4 (27 April-

01 May 

ENGLISH FILE UPPER 

INT

7A, 7B, CE

advise, argue, avoid, beat, deny, discuss, expect, hope, lay, lie, look, matter, mind, notice, 

prevent, raise, realize, refuse, remember, remind, rise, rob, seem, steal, wait, warn, win, wish, 

blame, threaten, insult, swear words, fury, bring up, bother, back up, hurtful, change the 

subject, in floods of tears, ankle, bite your nails, blow your nose, bottom, brain, brush your 

hair/teeth, calf, chest, cheek, chin, eyelash, eyelid, forehead, wrinkles, chew, comb your hair, 

elbow, fist, fold your arms, frown, heart, heel, hips, hold someone's hand, hug, kidneys, kneel, 

liver, lungs, nails, palms, point, raise your eyebrows, scratch, shake hands, shake your 

head,shrug your shoulders, stare, stretch, suck your thumb, thighs, touch your toes, waist, 

wave, wink, wrist, yawn, back up, background, be supposed to, Botox, can't have, capable, 

change the subject, cheek, chin, combine, complexity, consider, estimate, facial, foreground, 

forehead, humanbeing, hurtful, in floods of tears, look as if, look like, meaningful, muscle, 

require

Past modals: must, 

might/may,should, can't, couldn't+ 

have , etc.;

would rahter

Verbs of the senses; ases

Skimming to gather speacific 

information

Overall reading comprehension

Guessing words from the text

Predicting the text from the title

Reading for general information

Reading for details

Overall listening comprehension and 

answering given questions

Oral production

Role play

Writing a description of a picture.

( a picture speculating about what the 

people are doing, feeling , etc.)

Cause & Effect Pack 

5 (4-8 

May)

ENGLISH FILE UPPER 

INT

8A, 8B, RC

accuse, acquit, arrest, blackmail, bribery, burglary, catch, charge, commit, court, drug dealing, 

evidence, fraud, guilty,hacking, hijacking, investigate, judge, jury, kidnapping, manslaughter, 

mugging, murder, proof, punishment, question, rape, robbery, sentence, smuggling, stalking, 

terrorism, theft, vandalism, verdict, witness, justification, campaign, civil liberty, ban, have a 

right to, steal, deny, admit, apology, accurate, agony aunt, axe, back, biased, bid, censored, 

clash, commentator, critic, editor, freelance journalist, hit, newsreader, objective, presenter, 

quit, quiz, reporter, row, sensational, split, tip, vow, wed, campaign, civil liberty, column, 

disconnection, hand over, horoscope, income, insist on, jail, justification, nearby, reverse, 

shoplifter, skip,spare, tap, wardrobe, armed, armoured, become entangled, breed, cap, 

convoy, dopey, everlasting

The passive (all forms) ;

it is said that ….,

he is thought to ….,etc.;

have something done

Reporting verb

Scanning

Recalling without looking at the text

Predicting the answers 

Guessing about the text from the 

title 

Reading for general information

Reading for details

Reading for information and 

argument

Listening for understanding deatils 

and answering the questions

Identifying cues and inferring

Small group discussions

Information exchange

Writing an article for a magazine.

( a magazine saying what you think about 

either downloading music and films , or 

about squatting.))

Continue Cause & Effect Pack Understanding cause&effect organization   Task: Writing a cause /effect essay by 

thinking about the Unit Question ''How can a 

small amount of money make a big 

differences? '', or about an extra given topic.

2019-2020 ACADEMIC YEAR 

SYLLABUS FOR PERIOD 4 (B GROUPS)

WEEK 
MAIN COURSE



6 (11-15 

May)

ENGLISH FILE UPPER 

INT

9A, 9B

brand, advert, ads, advertisement, airbrushed, sue, commercial, claim, advertising campaign, 

consumer, celebrtiy endorsers, misleading, research, in charge of, employees, win a contract, 

management, customer, close down, drop, expand, export, import, launch, manufacture, 

market, merge, produce, set up, take over, a deal, agreement, decision, loss, profit, redundant, 

branch, firm, head office, multinational, company, firm, CEO, client, colleague, owner, staff, 

manager, automated, unthinkable, unemployment, overcrowded, alienation, loneliness, 

pollution, wealth, poverty, homeless, mega cities, underdeveloped, subway, bilingual, monorail, 

autopilot,misunderstand, postgraduate, homeless, hopeless, bulletproof, waterproof, 

unbreakable, drinkable, absent, convenient, distant, entertain, excite, friendly, govern, ignorant, 

improve, intend, pollute, race, reduce, weak, height, length, bay, endless, buzz, exquisite, jam-

packed, peer, gentle, sweeping away

Clauses of contrast and purpose; 

whatever, whenever etc.

Uncountable and plural nouns

Reading forthe main idea

Reading for details

Recalling without looking at the text

Predicting the answers 

Guessing about the text from the 

title 

Overall listening comprehension and 

answering given questions

Listening for understanding deatils 

and answering the questions

Identifying cues and inferring

Small group discussions

Information exchange

Writing a report for a website about 

good places for eating out or 

entertainment in your city

Q:skills for Success                        Reading & 

Writing 3             Unit 8 Reading Part 

assured, dependable, expansion, image, 

invest, logo, market,profits, sponsor, 

stability, aggressively, dedication, 

demanding, due to, exception, motion, 

recover, sign, trend

Understanding key vocabulary

Overall reading comprehension        

Scanning to find information

Reading for main ideas          Reading for 

details

7 (18-22 

May)

ENGLISH FILE UPPER 

INT 

10A, 10B

additive, anaesthetic, 'bits and pieces', blood transfusion, carry out, cherish, clinical trial, creed, 

cynics, dissonant, domination, donor, 'law and order' lead, leap, 'give and take' malaria, 'now 

and again', obstacle, odds, oppression, opportunitites, polio, prove, 'safe and sound', 'sick and 

tired', suffragette, strike, terminate, tuberculosis, 'ups and downs', 'wait and see', 

Quantifiers: all, every, both  Articles Overall reading comprehension  

Skimming                               

Reading for gathering information                       

Reading for gist and details

Listening for making notes and 

completing the chart

Overall listening comprehension and 

answering specific questions

  REVISION


